
SIMPLICITY: THE KEY TO SUCCESS  
A leading-edge, multi-national manufacturing corporation and distributor wanted to incorporate a 
workplace wellness program, but they had certain requirements. They wanted something simple—with 
a small learning curve. With busy employees who weren’t currently using a wellness program, simplicity 
was paramount to ensure they could easily adopt the program and stick with it.

Other wellness programs were too disjointed and complex—they needed something 
that would be easy to implement. 

The company was introduced to Viverae®, whose robust yet simple wellness program could be tailored 
to any client’s needs—the perfect fit. They partnered in 2013 and the company embarked on their first 
wellness program. 

GRASSROOTS WELLNESS PROGRAM
The company launched an easy-to-follow wellness program for their 320+ employees working in 
laboratories or research and development facilities ranging from North America to South America. Based 
on a point system, employees earned points for participation, with more points earning them a larger 
health insurance premium discount. The incentive was desirable, and Viverae’s user-friendly program 
upheld its promise of being easy to navigate. 

ROLE MODEL FOR EXTRAORDINARY ENGAGEMENT 
Over three years, they saw extremely high engagement rates, with the 2015-2016 wellness program 
coming out on top, boasting 90 percent program participation—more than double the average for 
manufacturing companies.
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The secret to their success? A straightforward wellness program with consistent, clear communications, 
and reporting systems that connect the company to their employees. The company also relies on peer 
support as a way to encourage participation—utilizing peer-level program managers, known as Wellness 
Champions, to keep the wellness program top of mind among employees.

CONCLUSION 
Overall, the company is extremely pleased with the continued success of their wellness program, and 
are currently designing the new program for the coming year. Receiving continuous positive feedback 
from employees, they also learned that the wellness program has resonated with their workforce. 

Employees are excited to share how they have become more educated about their  
health, have a clear understanding of their numbers, and know where their health  
currently stands. 

That’s what Viverae’s in business to do—help companies build and sustain a culture of health while 
improving health outcomes. The company has partnered with Viverae for three years in a row, with no 
plans to slow down in their future. And their results show that a wellness program doesn’t necessarily 
have to employ all the bells and whistles to engage an audience. Sometimes, simplicity proves just as 
effective. 

Additionally, the company had high engagement in nutrition, physical activity, and weight management 
challenges, with correlated employee health improvements as a result:
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